
“We can boldly say Ekurhuleni
enters a decade of freedom having
laid a firm foundation to meet the
vast challenges of service delivery
in the region”.

– Executive Mayor, Clr Duma Nkosi
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FOREWORD
By the Honourable Executive
Mayor Councillor Duma
Moses Nkosi on the Mid-Term
Report of the Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Municipality 

We can boldly say Ekurhuleni enters a decade of freedom

having laid a firm foundation to meet the vast challenges

of service delivery in the region.

The Municipality adopted the theme “Continuity and

Change” in pursuance of our efforts to consolidate the

programmes of the Council. We also committed ourselves

to continue to fight racism and poverty. A major challenge

remains the alignment of the budget and the Integrated

Development Plan (IDP). There is also a need to enhance

communication and information flow between Councillors,

the Council’s administration and our communities.    1
SECTION

Ekurhuleni
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This is how President Thabo Mbeki put the progress we are

making during his State of the Nation Address to the joint

sitting of the Houses of Parliament on February 8, 2002

when he said: 

“...But I will also say this, 
that gradually, step by step, 
we are progressing towards 
the achievement of the historic 
goal of the eradication of a
centuries-old legacy of
colonialism, racism and
apartheid. This I will 
also say, that the overwhelming
majority of our people consider
themselves as actors in the 
unfolding and measured drama 
of the eradication of this legacy”

In pursuance of democratic governance, accountability

and transparency, the Municipality held numerous public

meetings with communities to ensure they make their

comments and input as we continue with our journey of

building the smart, creative and developmental city.

Successful interaction between councillors and our

communities is key towards developing sustainable

communities.     

Honourable

Executive Mayor

Councillor Duma

Moses Nkosi
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The Municipality should, as we celebrate our achievements

and the contribution of our fellow citizens, also turn its

attention to those challenges that still lie in our path. We are

on track towards transforming our administration and

integrating our communities: black and white, rich and poor.  

We have dedicated ourselves to overcoming poverty, and

underdevelopment in addition to ensuring that there is

sustainable development. The Municipality has also

committed itself to bringing the needs of the previously

disadvantaged at the centre of development and delivery. We

must continue to maintain and upgrade our existing

infrastructure, while we extend services to the most

disadvantaged and the poorest of the poor.   

The focus of the Municipality for the next two years is going

to be that of deepening the transformation process and

building our fiscal base to ensure we deliver qualitative

services to the people of this dynamic region. Signs of

improved service delivery are clearly visible and we are

beginning to increase our payment levels. The central focus

in this regard must be sustainable service delivery.

We will continue to put in place programmes and projects that

are aimed at ensuring that we deal with the hardships and

sufferings of the past, with a strong emphasis on local economic

development and participative involvement of communities.      

We have identified the following issues as pertinent and key

priorities for the Municipality in the next two years:

" An urban renewal strategy to build a world class

metropolitan municipality within the African context that

will ensure the integration of our communities; breaking

the racial and ethnic barriers;

" To fight poverty and underdevelopment, and implement

targets and programmes arising from the World Summit

on Sustainable Development; 

" Create jobs through local economic development, and

economic empowerment of communities;

" Focus on building safety and security in our

communities;

" Forging partnerships in the fight against HIV/AIDS;

" Advancing and enhancing community participation; and

" Promoting good governance

We firmly believe these priorities will put Ekurhuleni and its

people on the right path towards sustainable development and

build the Municipality into a World Class city.

We are convinced that the work in which we have been

engaged in over the past 18 months, has assisted our region

in moving forward and taking major strides in fighting

poverty and underdevelopment.

Siyabonga

Duma Nkosi

Executive Mayor

We have identified Key Performance Indicators against which we
will constantly measure ourselves in order to ensure that we are
able to determine our success in achieving these priorities.

Serving

our

community
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OVERVIEW OF
EKURHULENI
The Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality (EMM) was established after the Municipal Elections held on 
5 December 2000 and is responsible for rendering services to the area previously know as the East
Rand. It includes the disestablished Councils of Alberton, Benoni, Boksburg, Kempton Park/Tembisa,
Germiston, Springs, Nigel, Brakpan, Edenvale/ Lethabong, Khayalami Metropolitan Council, and the
Eastern Gauteng Services Council.

“...It is our responsibility to 
break down barriers of division
and create a country where 
there will be neither whites nor
blacks - just South Africans,
united in diversity.”

As a Municipality we are firmly committed to fighting

poverty and underdevelopment within our city.  We will do

this by rendering quality services to the entire community 

of Ekurhuleni.  These services dramatically influence the

lives of the people of Ekurhuleni, and will therefore play a

vital role in addressing the impoverishment and

disempowerment of our people.

The main roles of local government are to ensure the

provision of services to communities in a sustainable

manner, to provide democratic and accountable and to

secure social, economic and political justice.

In its provision of services, the Municipality places the

Since our establishment, we have been working towards

transforming these 9 separate towns into a unified entity.

Previously, these towns competed with one another, but have

now progressed substantially towards becoming a single

collective that will advance the cause of democracy and social

transformation within the region it serves.

This endeavour towards creating unity was summed up

wonderfully by our late leader and Ekurhuleni resident, Oliver

Tambo, when he said: 

Where is Ekurhuleni

located?

SOUTH AFRICA
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highest emphasis and priority on operating in such a way

as to benefit the entire community in all its actions.

The emphasis on development is evident in its vision:

the smart, creative and
developmental city

We are committed to the development of our area by

Our structure creates an enabling environment for us to

adhere to our values. The primary unit of the Council’s

structure is the ward, and the ward is, quite simply, a unit

of the Ekurhuleni community. 

It is obvious that the community plays a pivotal role in 

the governance of the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality. 

Further, every ward is represented by a Ward Councillor. 

The Ward Councillor is the community’s first point of

contact with the Council.

The creation of Ward Committees is a further indication that

we value the input of the community we serve.  The regular

meetings of these committees are forums for the community

to interact with their Ward Councillor, to voice opinions,

ask questions and make suggestions. 

The following flowchart illustrates the
basic structure and functioning of the
Council:

focusing on a set of values that guides us in serving the

community for which we are responsible.

Placing the community first and maintaining a co-

operative style of governance is of extreme importance to

us.  Community involvement is crucial in appropriately

servicing the community. This is why our mission statement

speaks of “people-centred developmental services”.

It is true that when people, living in a democracy, are

mobilised in changing their own lives for the better, they

become their own liberators.  For this reason, we strive to

involve the community in everything we do.

Our commitment to involving the community in our actions

is closely related to another value we strive to adhere to,

namely that of being transparent.  We are here to serve the

community.  How can we serve the community if we are

not open about the utilisation of our resources, the way in

which we operate and the challenges we face?
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All the elected councillors that make up the
Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality have a
constitutional responsibility to deliver effective
and efficient services to the people of Ekurhuleni.

Apart from the 88 Ward Councillors, the Council

comprises of 87 proportionally representative Councillors.

The Council appointed an Executive Mayor, who

appointed his Mayoral Committee of 10 members.

Mayoral Committee meetings are held fortnightly

throughout the year. The Mayoral Committee comprises

the Executive Mayor and 10 Mayoral Committee Members

(MMC’s). Each of these MMC’s is the Chairperson of a

Section 80 Portfolio Committee.  

The Speaker and Chief Whip of Council also attend the

Mayoral Committee meetings. These 13 members of the

Mayoral Committee are full-time Councillors.

Departments submit reports to their respective Section 80

Portfolio Committees and from these recommendations,

reports are submitted to the Mayoral Committee for

decision-making; to which certain powers have been

delegated. The Executive Mayor also has delegated

powers which form part of the Council’s system of

delegations of power, allowing speedy and responsible

decision making.

The management team, comprising the City Manager,

Strategic Executive Directors, Executive Directors, Regional

Executive Directors and Directors attend the Mayoral

Committee meetings to provide technical support to the

decision-making processes of the Mayoral Committee.

To the benefit of the community
The Municipality as a whole, encourages community

participation through contact with Ward Councillors and

the regional offices, as well as through providing input at

various forums, created to encourage participation from the

community. A number of other initiatives, such as road

shows, monthly Business Breakfast Meetings for various

sectors of the business community and Developers Forum

meetings, are also hosted.

Community participation presents an important

opportunity for councillors and officials to move out of

their municipal offices, into the communities, to see and

be reminded first hand, what local people have on their

minds. Ward councillors also have an opportunity to meet

with constituents, whilst officials have close contact with

the communities they serve.

In order to effectively initiate and facilitate public

participation within Ekurhuleni, a public participation

policy was approved and adopted by the Municipality in

October 2002. The objective of this policy is to develop a

culture of community participation, to promote openness,

transparency and accountability, to provide clear, timely

and appropriate information, and to communicate public

notices and information.

Throughout the three Service Delivery Regions (Northern,

Southern and Eastern), community participation takes

place both at the Ward Committee and regional levels.

With proper planning, the preparation of the Integrated

Development Plan (IDP) and all other major planning

projects are channelled via this system, which allows the

community, councillors and officials to become accustomed

to one system of consultative government.

The Municipality is clearly committed to the improvement of

the lives of all in Ekurhuleni, and it is only through working

together consistently and in partnership, that this will be

accomplished.

The future
This report clearly illustrates the progress made by the

Municipality towards building sustainable communities,

since its establishment in December 2000.

It also seeks to highlight some of the challenges it faces in

addressing the issues of poverty, underdevelopment,

unemployment, crime, HIV/AIDS and racism.

The focus, has been, and will remain our vision to build,

the smart, creative and developmental city.

As a solid foundation has been laid and the building

blocks put into place one by one, the Municipality is now

in a stronger position to face the challenges of the future,

in further improving the lives of the people it serves. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE OFFICE OF

THE CITY
MANAGER
Our road from 05 December
2000 to where we presently are,
has been a great and
memorable experience. The
establishment of the Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Municipality has
presented an opportunity to
effectively address the following
issues:2

SECTION

" The provision of democratic and accountable

government for local communities; 

" Ensuring the provision of services to communities in a

sustainable manner; 

" The promotion of job creation and social and economic

development;

" The promotion of a safe, secure and healthy

environment; and 

" Encouraging the involvement of communities and

community organisations in the matters of local

government. 
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The people of Ekurhuleni have given
us, as their Municipality, a mandate 
to accelerate change, and to fight
poverty and underdevelopment in
pursuit of a better life for all. 
We are convinced that we are on
the right track in the implementation
of our mandate. 

Since December 2000 we have set the machinery in

motion by achieving the following:

" Political structure is in place. 

" Top management appointed. 

" Local Labour Forum established. 

" Business community liaison breakfasts are held. 

" Ward Committees are in place. 

" IDP process is in motion. 

" Normalisation Task Team has been established. 

" Roadshows have been held to all Service Delivery

Centres. 

" An Aids Unit has been established.

" Credit Control and Indigent Policies are in place. 

We are aware that there are numerous challenges to be

faced.  Some of the challenges identified are already being

addressed.  For example, in our quest to establish a safe

and secure Ekurhuleni, we obtained permission from

the MEC for Safety and Liaison to establish the

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Police Department (EMPD).

Since establishment, the EMPD has had a positive

impact on crime reduction in the region, particularly in

the Northern region, where hi-jacking and other criminal

gangs have been brought to book.

Secondly, we have taken significant strides in promoting

good governance.  The Executive Mayor has been central

and exemplary in leading all councillors and officials in

signing the Municipality’s anti-corruption pledge.  This was

indeed a milestone that will go a long way towards sending

signals not only to councillors and staff, but to all our

communities; that the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality

is past the stage of talking anti-corruption, and is now

walking the talk.

With regard to the remaining challenges, we are proud to

have already put processes and systems in place that will

serve as a strong basis to start addressing them.  We are

also confident that, in partnership with our communities,

we will address these challenges with the zest and zeal that

is required. 

Mr Paul Maseko -

City Manager
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At the head of the administrative structure is the City

Manager, with four Strategic Executive Directors, each

managing a specific cluster. It is their responsibility to

ensure that, administratively, the Municipality emerges as a

strong agent of change and service delivery.

The main challenge to date has been to ensure that, whilst

we embark on our internal organisational transformation,

we continuously focus on outputs of service delivery.  This

has resulted in uninterrupted service delivery to all

communities.

This section of the report provides an in-depth

understanding of how we have progressed in delivering

these outputs whilst addressing all our administrative

challenges. It also describes the challenges still faced by

the four clusters of the Municipality.

INTERNAL AUDIT:
The Internal Audit Directorate reports directly to the City

Manager.  Its functions are of vital importance to the proper

functioning of the Municipality in ensuring the principle of

good governance.  

In essence, the Internal Audit Directorate is the watchdog of

the Municipality and has the responsibility of ensuring that

all systems and resources of the Municipality work together

effectively.

Internal Audit for the benefit of the community
As a Directorate, we are committed to ensuring that the

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality operates in a

transparent manner so that corruption is eliminated and

that the principles of good governance are adhered to.  This

is in accordance with the Council’s zero tolerance

approach to corruption and fraud.

It is our task to ensure that funds and resources are utilised

exclusively for the improvement of service levels to the

community.  Only when funds and resources are used to

maximum effect, will our stand against poverty and

underdevelopment be successful.

To ensure effective performance of our core functions, we

have put administrative systems in place. These include the

approval of the Audit Committee Charter, the establishment

of the Audit Committee, the approval of an Interim Audit

Plan, the approval of the Internal Audit Department Charter,

the termination of outsourced Internal Audit functions and

the completion of the Audit Risk Assessment.

Internal Audit in the future
With all key systems in place, the Internal Audit Directorate

can continuously monitor the Municipality’s optimal

functioning in line with the principle of good governance.

Plans are also underway to set up a corruption/fraud

reporting line to assist in the eradication of corruption within

the Municipality, as well as to encourage both employees and

communities to be vigilant and report cases for investigation

by the Internal Audit Directorate.

The City Manager’s

Office Management

Team
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INTRODUCTION TO

THE CITY
DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES
CLUSTER

The City Development Services Cluster comprises
International and Intergovernmental Relations;
Integrated Development Planning; Marketing and
Communications; Environment and Tourism; Local
Economic Development; Development Planning;
Performance Management; and Research and
Development. Together, these Departments are responsible

for all developmental aspects of the Municipality, which is

committed to an internal and external process of integration,

transformation and development.

Development is of vital importance when transformation is

on the agenda.  The transformation that we refer to here is

focussed on fighting racism, poverty and under-

development within Ekurhuleni. Each of the Departments

that make up the City Development Cluster has a vital role

to play in the transformation of Ekurhuleni.  

The primary focus of Local Economic Development is to

facilitate sustainable economic growth within the

Ekurhuleni area. This must, however, be aligned with the

strategies, policies and actions of adjacent local authorities

to ensure that sustainable employment, and an improved

quality of life for everybody, is the end result. Through all

this, the alleviation of poverty and rectification of

underdevelopment is central to everything that we do.

Throughout our Region there is a need for economic

regeneration. To facilitate this, a lot is being done.  Marketing

tactics such as incentive policies to attract local and

international developers, particularly into the areas of

Springs, Nigel and Brakpan where the need for economic

regeneration is most pressing, are being developed.

Measures will also be introduced to improve the Central

Business Districts (CBD`s) of all nine cities and towns in order

to encourage businesses to move back into these CBD’s.

Development Planning is responsible for ensuring that

Ekurhuleni physically develops in accordance with the

guidelines put forward by its Spatial Development

Framework.  The developmental planning of our city places

emphasis on redressing the inequalities of the past.

City Development

Services Cluster

Management 

TeamCHAPTER 1

Ekurhuleni
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The Department of Environment and Tourism is responsible

for environmental conservation and the promotion and

development of our Region as a tourist destination.

Ekurhuleni has its own unique mix of attractions that

continue to entice its many visitors.

Ekurhuleni is rich in wetlands and natural lakes that attract

over 300 different bird species; the gravesites of activists

Oliver Tambo and Chris Hani are international attractions

and we have indigenous wildlife and historical towns and

museums that we will continue to promote intensively in

order to draw visitors to our region.

The environmental well-being of 
our area influences the lives of all
who live here.  In order to work
together towards a better life for 
everyone, we have to be aware of
the fragility of the environment that
we live in.

The Directorate Integrated Development Planning is

responsible for compiling the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan

Municipality’s Integrated Development Plan.  This strategic

document is the blueprint for the Municipality, and is

developed to meet the needs and expectations of the

community. It is implemented throughout the Municipality

and guides the actions of all departments and directorates.

Progress reports and amendments to the plan are

communicated to the community through regularly

conducted public participation programmes.

Research and Development is of particular importance

because of our commitment to satisfying the current and

future needs of all our people. A dedicated Research and

Development Directorate co-ordinates the many and varied

research projects. Research results form the foundation of the

our planning processes.

Communicating our vision, culture and upbeat attitude to our

diverse audience groups, in a clear and concise way is the

major challenge faced by the Communications and Marketing

Directorate. Corporate publications, such as the Budget

Speech, this Organisational report, the Integrated

Development Plan, regular newsletters and the organisation’s

annual report, communicate our progress and challenges to

our stakeholders and assist in educating the community and

attracting investment to the area. 

Our Performance Management system, which has guided the

signing by senior management of performance agreements

aligned to the objectives and targets of the IDP, has been

accepted as best practice by the Gauteng Provincial

Government.

In terms of the developmental focus of the City Development

Services Cluster, we have undertaken many projects that will

aid the development of our city.

We are one of the first Metros to formalise our relationships

with other spheres of Government through an Inter-

governmental Relations Policy Framework that spells out how

we relate to and align with Provincial and National

Government and other local government structures. 

It is extremely important to ensure that the Municipality links

and aligns with Provincial and National programmes,

policies and legislation. The alignment and co-ordination

with the Gauteng Association of Local Authorities (GALA) and

the South African Local Government Association (SALGA) is

crucial. 

We also co-ordinate our policies and planning with those

municipalities that are situated adjacent to Ekurhuleni. It is

crucial that our Integrated Development Plan and Spatial

Development Framework are, for example, discussed with

these neighbouring municipalities in order to facilitate a

cohesive flow of city development projects and programmes.  

Ekurhuleni is also a member of the SA Cities Network, an

organisation established by the Department of Provincial

and Local Government. The Network has as its members

Tourist

destination
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the six South African Metropolitan Municipalities of Ekurhuleni,

Joburg, Tshwane (Pretoria), eThekwini (Durban), Nelson

Mandela (Port Elizabeth) and Cape Town, plus the three other

large cities of Buffalo City (East London), Manguang

(Bloemfontein) and Umgungundlovu (Pietermaritzburg).

Ekurhuleni is viewed as a key role player and has already

shared its benchmark Methane Gas Project (creating fuel

from solid waste) and its Drive-Thru Vehicle licence project

with other cities. 

Not content with restricting our role to that of local player,

Ekurhuleni is supporting the National Government initiative

regarding NEPAD and is facilitating a programme in the

Mozambican city of Xai-Xai, that introduces this area to

Ekurhuleni business people as an economic development

opportunity. Local businesses will convey their business

acumen and operational skills to the people of Xai-Xai who, in

turn, will develop their own businesses. We will also assist Xai-

Xai with skills development in terms of city management.

In a second international initiative, Ekurhuleni is establishing a

programme of co-operation with the United Kingdom city of

Lewisham that is renowned for its Customer Care Centres. We

are confident that the Municipality will be able to gain from

Lewisham’s expertise and thereby further expand our customer

care initiatives. 

As the main industrial hub of the country, we consider the

business community to be one of our most important

stakeholder groups. Great care is taken to ensure that we are

informed of their views and concerns on a monthly basis,

through the business meetings of the Executive Mayor,

Councillor Duma Nkosi. In  addition, developer and economic

sector forums have been established to fast-track development

and investment in Ekurhuleni. 

The Municipality’s long-term development strategy will span

15 years. Good corporate governance, quality of life,

economic development and financial sustainability are the

foundations of the 2015 strategic plan that will firmly place

Ekurhuleni on the international map as a world-class city.  

The Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality has crafted a bold,

and ambitious vision for the future - to be the smart, creative

and developmental city. We are confident that this vision will

be attained. We see Ekurhuleni as the municipal benchmark

in South Africa - as the smart, creative and developmental

Municipality. We see ourselves as the Municipality that has

not only developed a clear vision, but has also chosen the

correct path leading to the achievement of that vision.

Innovation

Ekurhuleni
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LOCAL
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Local Economic Development is a new
function that is based on the reforms
to local government promulgated in
2000.  Our primary focus is to
facilitate the Municipality’s work with
the Ekurhuleni community in finding
sustainable ways to meet their needs
and improve their quality of life.
It is the business of the Municipality to champion the region’s

efforts to galvanize the private sector - both locally and

nationally - and the community behind our efforts to improve

skills levels, increase the quality of service delivery and

maintain infrastructure. We are committed to ensuring that

investors continue to invest in industrial and commercial

development to facilitate urban renewal. It is undeniably true

that economic growth and development is necessary to provide

a solid foundation for our continued fight against poverty and

underdevelopment.

To date, strategies and policies including the creation of a

detailed structure, the formation of a portfolio committee,

and the adoption of a policy, strategy and implementation

framework have been put in place.

Local Economic Development (LED)
for the benefit of the community

The adoption of the LED Policy and the LED Strategy, as

well as an implementation framework are vital steps

towards creating the platform from which to bring about

real changes to the quality of life and services for all who

live and work in Ekurhuleni.

The principles included in the policy, and interventions in

the strategy, endorse our commitment to all sectors of the

Ekurhuleni community;  emphasis on local production for

local need, encouraging a co-operative movement to

represent community-based interventions in the local

economy, keen focus on developing and sustaining urban

and commercial agriculture, the creation of a skills

In order to realise the above, Ekurhuleni plays a vital role

in promoting an enabling environment for the creation of

acceptable work and living conditions for all communities

in Ekurhuleni.  

In order to make transformation a reality in the lives of

people, they need to be able to experience its effect in all

spheres of their lives. We contribute by making ownership

opportunities available to all, and by ensuring that

everyone has equal access to quality information, skills

development, finance and full participation in the

economy. 

Therefore, we do not only focus on developmental

processes at grass roots level, but also on ensuring that

government linkages, on provincial and national

programmes on the economy, are in place. This, combined

with the emphasis on working with the community as well

as the public and private sector, aims to bring about

improvements in the quality of life of the people of

Ekurhuleni. 

Economic growth

and development
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development network, the building of local development

capital, facilitating the growth of Small, Medium and Micro

Enterprises, ensuring participatory and integrated planning,

maintaining linkages with the industrial base and the

affirmation of local procurement. The strategic interventions

are on agriculture, mining, manufacturing and upgrading

the economic infrastructure to realise a diverse economy, a

reversal of apartheid spatial planning as well as continued

growth and job creation. A 20% target on local

We plan to link the outcomes of the public forums to ensure

participatory economic development and  a skills

development network that will co-ordinate and match skills

development to the needs of the economy.

The establishment of the 
Vlakfontein-Sizanani 
Co-operative illustrates our
emphasis on community
development and economic
empowerment. The project is
aimed at ensuring that the
beneficiaries of land reform and
land care programmes gain
maximum advantage from
their land.

procurement for Ekurhuleni will assist to realise this and

will facilitate local empowerment and economic

transformation.

The Regional Economic Summit held on 14 March 2003

was an opportunity for all stakeholders to provide input into

the policy, strategy and implementation framework. This is

indicative of our emphasis on involving the community.

When we are focussed on local development, all local

stakeholders have to be intimately involved in all phases of

operation - from planning to execution. 

Further evidence of our commitment to involving all spheres

of society has been the many Public Forums on Economic

Sectors and Consultative Meetings with Business.  The aim

of these forums is to share information with all sectors of the

community and hear and act on their needs. These forums

discuss key issues and enjoy extensive, positive media

coverage. They are, yet again, indicative of the

Municipality’s commitment to transparency and community

involvement.

Ekurhuleni
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through training on business planning, introduction to safe

and appropriate production techniques, linkages to the

sourcing of raw materials and the marketing of products.

Local and Economic Development 
in the future

The main challenge facing the Local Economic

Development Department, is finding sustainable solutions

to fighting poverty. We need to diversify economic activity

in the region, re-skill the unemployed and find ways to

absorb labour. With regard to job creation, our primary role

is to create an environment that will allow the business

sector and the community to create as many jobs as

possible.  

In order to facilitate economic development, we aim to play

a leading role in aiding the implementation of National

programmes on economic development, in particular Black

Economic Empowerment and Co-operative forms of

ownership.

This project was able to provide 40 permanent,

sustainable jobs through a co-operative form of ownership

in the agricultural sector.  It utilises agricultural methods

and techniques to ensure the involvement of the local

community in food production.  Projects of this nature

allow people to work together towards their own

empowerment and self-reliance.

The establishment of LED
Information Centres in seven
Municiple libraries illustrates our
drive to facilitate our commitment
to the provision of quality and
accessible information to the local
economy.

This project comprises the redressing of backlogs on

facilities, the retraining of staff to use the latest techniques

and the provision of information to citizens. The seven

libraries are Reiger Park Library (Boksburg), Spruitview

Library (Germiston), the Phomolong Career Centre

(adjacent to Tembisa), Jerry Moloi Library (Benoni), Kwa-

Thema Library (Springs), Duduza Library (Nigel) and

Tsakane Library (Brakpan).  These libraries are situated in

the most densely populated areas of Ekurhuleni.

A future consideration regarding this project would be to

focus on its entering the digital age with regard to new

Information and Communication Technology infrastructure

and the training of staff and the community with regard to,

amongst other things, the use of the Internet.

The creation of a micro-enterprise development framework

in Tsakane has successfully piloted a development structure

to ensure community management and ownership of local

economic initiatives in services and production. The

development framework has stimulated innovation in

business and entry into the economy in the SMME sector

Small, Medium and

Micro Enterprises
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DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING

The lives of all the citizens of Ekurhuleni are affected by

the planning of our city - where development takes place

and what form that development takes. Development

planning policies and activities are most visible, because

they have a direct impact on the way Ekurhuleni develops

and functions. The planning of the development of

Ekurhuleni is of central importance in transforming it into

the smart, creative and developmental city.

Since 5 December 2000, we have focused on creating an

enabling environment by ensuring that development

applications are dealt with efficiently and effectively.  This

was brought about by, amongst others, the development of

a Spatial Development Framework for the Ekurhuleni

Metropolitan Municipality; the integration and finalisation

of systems of delegation for processing applications (to

date approximately more than 13 500 applications have

been approved by the department); the establishment of

statutory and adhoc committees; the approval of policies

on cellular masts, shipping containers as well as internship

for town and regional planning students. 

Spatial Development that integrates
Communities

Our most noteworthy achievement was the approval of a

Comprehensive Metropolitan Spatial Development Framework.

This framework places high emphasis on the development of

a compact city through urban reconstruction.  Our heritage is

that of the best facilities and opportunities being made

available to only a small percentage of our community.  The

new Spatial Development Framework is focussed on

redressing these inequalities through transforming Ekurhuleni

into a single spatial entity marked by unified development.

In order to fast-track the transformation of the city, we are

committed to considering development planning applications

with much more urgency, and have geared an administrative

process to delivering speedy decisions on development

planning applications.

Furthermore, a developer’s forum has been set up in each of

the three service delivery regions, to ensure a rapid flow of

information from the Municipality to the Developers and vice

versa, to enable us to enhance our service to our customers.  

Another focus project is the development of information

booklets that clearly explain the application procedures to

be followed in respect of facilitating applications speedily

in line with the development planning requirements.

Our committment to the structural improvement at

Ekurhuleni is evident in the expenditure of R150 000 on

the upgrading of the Germiston Central Business District

(CBD), and R349 000 on the provision of street furniture

and landscaping to a section of the Edenvale CBD. The aim

of these projects is to revitalise this environment and bring

people back into the city.

Residential

development
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The upgrading of the Endayeni Shopping Centre was

undertaken as the result of an urgent need for a retail

shopping facility for the area of Lethabong.  The upgrade

will not only make shopping easier and more accessible

to citizens, but will also create much-needed

employment.  This project will also assist in supporting

SMME’s. The lack of sufficient shopping facilities in

previously disadvantaged communities is an example of

how large parts of our community were neglected. This is

a situation that we are working hard at changing for the

benefit of our community at large.

The revision of the Edenvale Southern and Northern

Precinct Development Plans is aimed at creating a

residential area that offers the community an integrated

living space with economic, social and housing facilities as

well as services and security.

We have also implemented an upgrade of our Information

and Communication Technology systems.  These upgrades

will lead to more effective information sharing relating to

development planning functions and, therefore, higher

levels of service and an improved turnaround time.

Development Planning in the Future
Notwithstanding the considerable successes already

mentioned, there are many challenges that still have to be

addressed.

Amongst these, is the need for the development of a

Development Planning Law Enforcement Unit.  This unit

will be tasked with providing assistance in ensuring that the

applicable laws are adhered to in the execution of

development planning projects, so that the transformation

of Ekurhuleni Municipality into the smart, creative and

developmental city, can become a reality.

The planning of a city such as Ekurhuleni will undoubtedly

be influenced by HIV/AIDS in terms of the effect it will have

on age brackets and population numbers.  Planning will

have to ensure that we deal with this factor in the most

effective way possible and will have to take into account

that there will be many economically inactive people that

will have to be cared for.  We will have to plan for the

creation of facilities that will afford them the best quality of

life possible. 

Placing a high emphasis on the community in the intricate

processes involved in effective develpment planning

remains our key priority. Therefore the capacitation of ward

representatives, to assist them to promote the vital flow of

information, needs and recommendations between the

community and the Municipality, is central to our success.

It is quite clear that the involvement
of the community and the
community’s needs are of vital
importance in all Development
Planning processes.

Enabling

environment for

development
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ENVIRONMENT
AND TOURISM
DEPARTMENT

Great progress has been made with regard to conserving

and developing the environment as well as promoting and

developing tourism.

ENVIRONMENT

Infrastructural Development at the Blesbokspruit/Grootvallei

Nature Reserves has comprised the installation of signage

and floodlights and a further 500 metres of fencing.  These

upgrades will lead to greater safety for individuals visiting

the area, and play a major role in the successful

management of the wetlands and the existing

environmental education centre.

The environmental education centre is available to the

community free of charge, seven days a week.

Environmental education ensures that future generations

will be better equipped to focus on sustainability when

managing the environment.  President Thabo Mbeki stated

that “it should be our aim to lift from the shoulders the

intolerable burden of poverty and underdevelopment.

Our environment is our most valuable asset. We depend

on it for sustenance and survival in the most basic

sense. The role of the Environment and Tourism

department is to ensure that the environment is managed

effectively, thereby enabling the Ekurhuleni community to

benefit from all that their environment has to offer.

When managed and promoted effectively, the environment

can also provide vast tourism opportunities, and one of our

priorities is to develop the regions tourism potential to its

fullest extent. Tourism development is of major importance

to the community, as it offers truly sustainable income and

potential for the creation of employment and poverty

alleviation.

In order to achieve the sustainable development that the

Municipality is committed to, we realise that an extensive

community education programme needs to be entered into,

that will teach us the value of ecosystems. 

When the community is educated with regards to the role

the environment has to play in this process, true

sustainability can become a reality.”

The work done in this field has led to the creation of 16

part-time jobs, and the necessary infrastructure for a

permanent security official and an educator appointed from

within the community.

A further focus is on the creation of educational and

awareness materials to educate the community on

everyone’s responsibility to conserve the environment.  In

this regard, educational items such as environmental

notebooks, pens, pencils, posters as well as materials

bearing specific wetland information and the importance of

preservation, have been produced and made available to

learners. Learners take these items home and, in this way

the information reaches a larger section of the community.

These actions targeted approximately 70 000 learners,

with the information material also being made available to

clinics and libraries.

Environmental

management
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The first phase of the State of Environment Report, was

initiated in May 2003 and will be finalised by December

2003. This will form part of the overall Integrated

Environmental Management Framework to be completed

for the Municipality. This report is of strategic importance

as it identifies key environmental issues within the region.

It is vital to know what the major issues are when there is

an effort to manage the environment in a sustainable

manner.

TOURISM

As an indication of our commitment to promoting tourism

within Ekurhuleni, a project is currently underway in

Kathorus for the development of a tourism route.

Part of this project is to provide SMME tourism product

owners with accredited on-site training and to sustain the

training in an advisory capacity.  This project will develop

skills and help alleviate poverty by creating an enabling

environment for people to become entrepreneurs in the true

sense of the word, which is in line with the Municipality’s

commitment to involving the community in creating a

better life for all. Projects of this nature will not only

generate income, but will also lead to a greater

understanding of how dependent we are on the

environment.

The department of Environment and Tourism is also

involved in laying the foundations for the development of

Nyoni Park as an Eco-tourism project that will similarily

lead to poverty alleviation, job creation and tourism

product development. The continued involvement of the

community in the Nyoni Park project will ensure its

success by promoting ownership and responsibility.

Because the generation of income through tourism

necessitates marketing, we have been very active in this

field. Several accommodation, arts, culture and

entertainment brochures have been produced in

partnership with the private sector.  This is indicative of a

true symbiotic relationship. The community provides the

tourism products, the Municipality provides the marketing

material, and, in the end, we all benefit due to increased

income levels.

Other fields of involvement in the promotion of tourism

have included the Tourism Youth Initiative and the launch

of a practical tourism-training programme in support of

one of the projects of the Tourism Youth Initiative. 

As part of the effort to market Ekurhuleni as a tourism

destination, we have completed a Tourism Audit Report,

which details all products and services in the region and will

assist in identifying tourism opportunities as well as the areas

that need further development.

Environment and Tourism 
in the future
Our responsibility to conserve the environment is an

on-going one.  It is clear that many of the projects in which

we are involved, are long-term projects that will have

lasting positive effects through their creation of jobs and by

ensuring that the environment will be protected and

nurtured as a valuable source of recreation opportunities

and income.

Tourism Product

Devopment
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The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) of the Ekurhuleni

Metropolitan Municipality is, in essence, the business

plan of the Municipality. Integrated Development ensures

that there is planning and continuity in everything the

Municipality does. 

Ekurhuleni’s Integrated Development Plan, as prescribed by

the Municipal Systems Act, was prepared and submitted to

the MEC for Development Planning and Local Government

of the Gauteng Provincial Government.  In compliance with

the Act, our IDP includes:

" Our Vision

" Our Mission

" An assessment of the existing levels of services

" The Municipality’s key development priorities & objectives

" Spatial Development Framework

" Disaster Management Plan

" Multi Year Financial Plan

" HIV/AIDS plan

" Performance Management System

" Departmental Operational Strategies, which include Key
Performance Areas, Objectives, Key Performance
Indicators and Targets.

The IDP process that all municipalities must undertake is

effectively a process aimed at ensuring good governance

and democracy.  It outlines the future direction of the

Municipality by embracing the needs of the community. 

The IDP enables the optimal allocation of resources between

different sectors and geographical areas, and across the

population of Ekurhuleni in a manner that provides for

sustainable growth, equity and the empowerment of the

poor and the marginalized.

If we don’t know where the problems are, how will we be

able to fix them?

The IDP process is also one of the most important means by

which the community can offer input with regards to the

actions of the Municipality. The IDP exists to ensure the

acceleration of change and increased interventions that will

combat poverty and underdevelopment. Through involvement

in the IDP process, all stakeholders in the community can

play a role in their own liberation and contribute to creating

a better life for all. The public participation programmes that

are hosted regularly create opportunities for the community to

become involved in this manner.

Integrated Development Planning 
in the future
Ekurhuleni has the resources to fulfil its vision of becoming,

the smart, creative and developmental city. The Integrated

Development Plan is the roadmap that will ensure we reach

our objective.

INTEGRATED
DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING

This strategic document is the blueprint of the Municipality,

and is developed to meet the needs and expectations of the

community.  Accordingly, all planning and day-to-day

activities of all Departments and Directorates are aligned

with the IDP.

Progress reports and amendments to the plan are

communicated to the community through regularly

conducted public participation programmes.

Integrated Development Planning for
the benefit of the community
The adoption of the Integrated Development Plan marks a

significant milestone, as this Plan is the formalisation of the

development strategies of the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan

Municipality. Part of this process involves conducting

detailed technical audits of the levels of service in all 88

wards of the Ekurhuleni region. When there is a drive

towards improved service levels, the shortcomings that are

in existence should be recognised.

Key performance

areas
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RESEARCH
AND
DEVELOPMENT
Research and Development is a new function of the

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality in response to a need

for a more co-ordinated approach to research within the

Municipality. The result of the establishment of this

Directorate is a dedicated policy framework that guides

research within Ekurhuleni.

Since the Municipality is committed to liberating the

community from poverty and underdevelopment, it is

important to have dependable and accessible data on what

the status quo within our communities is. The interpretation of

this statistical data enables all departments and directorates to

focus their action on where needs are the greatest and most

critical.

Apart from conducting research in a co-ordinated manner, it is

also important that information resulting from research is

managed effectively. The information has to be stored and

made easily accessible to all parties concerned.

Action is being taken towards ensuring that all research

findings are stored centrally and made available to staff

and the community alike.  

It is of vital importance for any service-rendering organisation,

to measure levels of satisfaction with regard to the services it

offers customers. In this respect, a Service Delivery Study was

conducted in all 22 wards of Germiston. The results of this

survey will go a long way towards ensuring that the voices of

the members of the community are heard in the Municipality’s

endeavours to improve services to the community.

In this respect, great strides have been made towards ensuring

that research and the resultant information is managed

effectively.

Research and Development in the future

The priority research studies that we intend conducting in

the near future, include a socio-economic study for

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality and a comprehensive

customer service study.

Apart from conducting corporate developmental research

projects, we also support other Departments in their

research undertakings.

Research and Development 
for the benefit of the community
The formulation of the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality

Research Policy Framework, and the establishment of a

Committee to co-ordinate research activities, are great

strides forward towards providing adequate research and

research findings.

Research projects
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As a Municipality, we need to communicate with the

people we serve, and we need to create an opportunity

for them to communicate their needs, aspirations and

dreams to us. Our community needs to know and be

involved in what the Municipality, as a sphere of

Government, is doing.  This can only be achieved when

communication channels are kept open.

Adhering to the principles of Batho Pele (People First), to

which the entire Municipality subscribes, the people of

Ekurhuleni take priority in everything we do. The new style

of democratic government that we have embarked upon

encourages our community to actively participate in

improving their lives. In communicating, we allow people

to become their own liberators.  Such communication plays

a vital role in ensuring that public participation is achieved

and that service levels are kept up to standard.

Maintaining open communication channels can alleviate

frustration and promote understanding on the part of the

Municipality and the community it serves.

The Directorate Communications and Marketing is tasked with

engaging communities through various communication

channels and with promoting and profiling the Municipality,

and the region. Promoting the Municipality to its varied target

audiences is vital in ensuring that we remain enabled to fulfil

our mandate with regard to development and the alleviation

of poverty.

Communication and Marketing for
the benefit of the community
The new name of the Municipality, Ekurhuleni, a Tsonga

word meaning ‘Place of Peace’, was chosen through a

process of public participation. This led to the creation and

communication of a new corporate identity, that, through

its symbolism and people orientated persona, compliments

the vision and the mission of the Municipality. These

actions play a vital role in improving the perceptions

regarding the new Municipality. The vibrant and welcoming

design of the Municipality’s new logo, and coat of arms

clearly conveys the message that a new era has dawned,

COMMUNICATIONS 
AND MARKETING

Ekurhuleni online

www.ekurhuleni.com
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and that a new and strong emphasis will be placed on the

development of and improvements to all areas and

communities.

The development and launch of a new website for the

Municipality was a milestone for Ekurhuleni as it brought

Ekurhuleni electronically in line with other first world cities.

This website provides easily accessible information and

opens communication channels in real time. It is intended

to be a forum where the community can keep abreast of

our progress as a Municipality and also offer feedback in

the spirit of open communication.

We have published various corporate and community

publications, such as the budget speech, corporate

brochures, bi-monthly employee newsletters, monthly

community newsletters and this organisational report.

These publications ensure the flow of information and allow

us to communicate our progress in a continuous endeavour

to create a better life for all.

To promote the Ekurhuleni brand locally, nationally and

internationally we have executed various advertising

campaigns that position’s the Ekurhuleni Municipality as,

the smart, creative and developmental city by actively

promoting its acheivements in all its departments.  Linked

to this, a large-scale advertising campaign was launched

in the national media to build the Ekurhuleni brand as well

as to create an awareness of our Municipality and the

many positive aspects at the Ekurhuleni region. These

activities are entered into with the objectives of building

pride in the region, and attracting new investment to the

area.

As part of continued brand building, we participated in

various exhibitions, including SAITEX, SA for Global Trade,

the Rand Show, the SMME Exhibition and the Blue IQ

Business Week Exhibitions. 

Participation in these exhibitions has positioned Ekurhuleni

as an important contender for new, national and

international trade and investment among municipalities

and corporate decision makers. Actions of this kind

promote the region and thus stimulate an influx of

business, residents and tourists into the area.

We were also actively involved in the World Cup Cricket

2003 at Willowmoore Park in Benoni. Willowmoore Park

was promoted as one of the venues that hosted World Cup

matches. A massive advertising campaign was launched,

targeted in Benoni and surrounding areas, to promote

Ekurhuleni as a city that is on a par with the best in the

world. This campaign promoted the Ekurhuleni region to

millions of television viewers around the world and to large

numbers of national and international visitors. The

potential business that showcasing the city in such a

fashion generates, creates vast potential income

opportunities, which contributes to our fight against poverty

and under-development.  This campaign was successful to

such an extent that Ekurhuleni was awarded the Best

Dressed City Award by the International Cricket Council

(ICC).

Communications

products
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Siyakhokha

Siyakhusela

Another event that brought similar benefits was the hosting

of the World of Music Arts and Dance Festival (WOMAD)

within the region in 2001.  Thousands of people from all

over South Africa and the rest of the world gathered to listen

to a mix of local as well as international artists.  When

people come together like this, it becomes apparent how

much our city and our country has changed with regards to

creating equal opportunities for all.

In order to improve levels of perceived user satisfaction, a

services awareness programme - Siyakhoka Siyakhusela

(We Pay, We Protect) was implemented. This creative

communication campaign was developed to educate the

community on how best use can be made of the services

that the Municipality offers, and to encourage the

community to pay for and protect the services they receive.

Many people now have access to services for the first time,

and through education and awareness, a campaign of this

nature informs them how to best utilise these services.  

This campaign also increases payment levels for municipal

services which, in turn, leads to the potential for increased

levels of service delivery.  The initiative consisted of a print

campaign supported by an industrial theatre production,

and was targeted at Ward Committee members, the

community and schools.

Further involvement included a wide
variety of Special Projects that were
aimed at profiling the Municipality
and the services provided by its
Departments.  A few examples
include the Ekurhuleni Games, the
Ekurhuleni Youth Summit, The
Mayoral Roadshows, the Batho Pele
Education Campaign,  and the
Mayor’s Business Breakfast Initiative.
These projects are aimed at informing
and involving the community,
improving service levels and profiling
the Municipality.

Communications and Marketing have, since 5 December

2001 facilitated numerous media advertorials and

supplements, including interviews with the Mayor, members

of Mayoral Committee and Senior Management that

appeared in publications such as the Sowetan, the Local

Government Digest, Proffesional Management Review, the

Star and the Citizen.  These advertorials were aimed at

informing the community of the Municipality’s progress, and

to demonstrate how the transformation brought about by the

Municipality will impact on and improve their lives.

Other projects embarked upon, include a corporate video

intended for both internal and community audiences that

depict - with visuals and sound, the many reasons why the

Ekurhuleni region is the only place to live and work. An

inter-active CD-Rom of the video was created and is a

powerful marketing tool aimed at national ind international

audiences.

Ekurhuleni
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Communications and Marketing
in the future

Several other projects are in the pipeline for the future, in

accordance with the Municipality’s approved Marketing

Plan and Strategic Communications Framework. These

include the continued and targeted promotion of our

Municipality and region and the regular production of

communications tools, carefully developed to

communicate clearly and effectively with all audiences.

Apart from our most important function of promoting the

Municipality locally, nationally and internationally, we are

also faced with various challenges.

Ensuring maximum involvement of the community in the

programmes and projects of the Municipality and ensuring

that quality information is available and made accessible

to all communities within the region, still remains a

challenge.  Added to this is the need to communicate in

languages that are easily understood by all communities.

Internally, with the organisational transformation process

rapidly unfolding, we are focused on developing effective

employee communication programmes to ensure that

employees are kept informed and that they fully support the

process. For the Municipality to effectively serve the

community and to effect the transformation that we are

committed to, it is important that all employees remain

motivated to continue to take pride in their work and show

commitment to the community we serve.

The Municipality’s focus on
transparency and community
involvement is an exciting
initiative that energises us to
always find better and 
more innovative ways of 
communicating with all
diverse target markets.

Communicating

partnerships
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The role of Performance Management is to ensure that

the performance of all resources within the

Municipality, physical, technical, financial, human and

natural resources, are such that we are able to deliver

a service to the community that is beyond expectations.

The Ekurhuleni Performance Management System has

received such positive feedback from Provincial Government

that it has been benchmarked as a Best Practice for all other

Local government organisations. The Department of

Development Planning and Local Government (DPLG) of the

Provincial Government has stated that: ‘The Ekurhuleni  PMS

(Performance Management System) is evaluated as the best

received by the PMS Core Team of the DPLG.’  

The feedback received from the assessment of the

Integrated Development Plan submitted to the Gauteng

Provincial Government is even more noteworthy. The MEC:

Development Planning and Local Government refers to the

Ekurhuleni Performance Management System as “a very

good document, that is the best evaluated.”

Performance is tested on an organisational level, on a

human resources level and on a delivery level, and is vital

in ensuring that our performance improves the lives of our

community as effectively as possible. 

Performance Management for 
the benefit of the community
The Performance Management Policy Framework approved

by Council in March 2003 will aid in ensuring that

performance levels within the Municipality are within

acceptable norms. When we, as a Municipality, perform

optimally, the community will experience improved levels

of service. All areas of service delivery are tracked

according to key performance areas and targets. Thus

outputs are measured utilising a system that encourages

regular evaluations and ensures maximum performance.  

Performance Management
in the future

We are committed to ensuring that performance levels

throughout the Municipality exceed the expectations of

our community and this can only be done through a

carefully developed and rigourously applied performance

management system.

Performance

measured
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INTRODUCTION TO THE

INFRASTRUCTURE
SERVICES CLUSTER
This cluster is responsible for the provision of

affordable, efficient and cost-effective services in respect
of electricity, water and sanitation, solid waste
management, storm water management, roads and
efficient public transport and the Northern Region. The
overall objective of this cluster is to provide a well-
managed and adequately maintained infrastructure to
the entire Ekurhuleni region.2

SECTION CHAPTER 2
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The inherited lack of sufficient infrastructure within many of

the communities of Ekurhuleni is indicative of the

inequalities that existed with regards to equitable

conditions for all members of the community of Ekurhuleni.

To date, we have had to maintain existing infrastructure

while ensuring that proper infrastructure is provided to

those who have been neglected in the past. Despite the

inherited problems, major strides have been made. 

The main objective of the Electricity Division is to be a low

cost electricity distributor that meets the requirements of the

NER (National Electricity Regulator). Our focus is on:

" The provision of a safe, cost-effective and efficient

infrastructure;

" The operation, adaptation and maintenance of the

various electricity, street lighting, traffic control and other

systems under the control of the electricity division;

" The reduction of vandalism and theft of equipment and

electricity, to levels that will no longer threaten the

viability of the organisation;

" The refurbishment and adaptation of the various

electrical networks of Ekurhuleni to restore and maintain

customer services levels and operator safety levels;

" Addressing the backlogs in the provision of electrical

service connections; and

" The installation of street and area lighting to address

identified security needs.

The most important achievement of this Division is the

provision of free basic electricity to all households serviced

by Ekurhuleni, an accomplishment in line with Government’s

commitment to providing free basic services and also listed

Ekurhuleni as the first Municipality to offer free services. 

The strategy for Solid Waste Management is centred on

national legislation and the Gauteng Integrated Waste

The Infrastructure

Services Cluster

Management Team

Management Strategy. Ekurhuleni has formulated a

strategy to combat illegal dumping and is in the process of

formulating an Integrated Waste Management Strategy.

The objectives of this Division are:

" The prevention of illegal dumping and rodent control;

" An efficient and co-ordinated waste removal system;

" The introduction of a community based waste removal

system; and

" The co-ordination and management of waste disposal

sites.
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The Roads and Storm Water Division aims to provide

adequately maintained and well-managed roads and storm

water systems. Our main objective is the provision of a safe

and efficient road transport network for communities, and

the elimination of road and stormwater hazards as a result

of inadequate storm water drainage facilities.

The Public Transport Division focuses on the provision of

appropriate and efficient public transport facilities and

amenities that will promote the use of public transport in

the province in general, while also supporting all the

provincial and national initiatives aimed at achieving this

goal.  Most members of the Ekurhuleni community do not

have access to transport of their own, and we are,

therefore, committed to providing and ficilitating safe and

efficient public transport. The provision of such transport

can have a hugely positive impact on underdevelopment in

our communities as will make the lives of those

individuals, who do not have transport of their own, much

easier.

The Civil Works Division co-ordinates, facilitates and

manages the utilisation, upkeep and proper management

of the Municipality’s buildings and related amenities, and

ensures easy and safe access to all these areas. We are

focused on accommodating all communities by taking due

cognisance of the principles of “Batho Pele” and

specifically the disabled.

Infrastructure

upgrading

Ekurhuleni
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MUNICIPAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

At the launch of the ANC’s Manifesto, President Thabo

Mbeki announced Government’s intention to provide free

basic services to all communities in South Africa.  As a

Department, we implemented this by providing free basic

water and electricity to all serviced households within

Ekurhuleni.

The positive impact that this has on the quality of life of,

especially, the poorest of the poor in our community,

cannot be overemphasised. In the Municipality’s

unrelenting fight against poverty and underdevelopment the

provision of free basic services, is a major victory for all.

Our actions with regard to providing infrastructure have a

significant impact on the lives of all that live in Ekurhuleni.

The equitable provision of Water Services, Electricity

Services and Solid Waste Services is our highest priority.

This is clear from the actions taken during the past two-

and-a-half years.

Municipal Infrastructure for the

benefit of the community

The following summary makes it clear that basic life

essentials have been made more readily accessible to

many of those who have been neglected in the past:  

Free basic services to all communities
serviced by Ekurhuleni:

" 6 Kl water (± R107 million per annum)

" 50 KW electricity (± R63 million per annum)

" Free waste collection services to informal settlements

(± 60 000 service points) 

New services (connection points) to
consumers:

" Electricity - 18 345 points (± R29,6 million)

" Solid waste - 8 200 services (± R4 million per annum)

" Water services - 13 616 points (± R16,5 million)

Free basic services
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Water services
enhance living
conditions

Capital invested for new services and
upgrading of existing infrastructure:

" Electricity  -  R90,0 million

" Solid Waste  -  R78,5 million

" Water Services  -  R134,4 million

In this regard, the investment of National Consolidated

Municipal Infrastructure Programme (CMIP) grants played a

large role. In 2001/2002, National Government made R48

million available for capital projects to address the backlog in

infrastructure.  Unfortunately, R24 million was curtailed due to

non-performance in spending, but the 2002/2003 grant of

R55 million was spent within the financial year.

These funds were mainly utilised for projects regarding Roads,

Transportation, Civil Works and Water Services throughout

Ekurhuleni, in order to render equitable and sustainable

services to all citizens.  A new allocation of R77 million came

into effect on 1 April 2003.

The following is a more detailed representation of our activities

within our three areas of service:

Water Services

Having access to clean water is essential.  Through our efforts,

we have gone a long way towards ensuring that the water

needs of all communities within our city are met.

Bulk water mains were provided to bring water to areas that

had not previously had any, and to increase the volume of

water to areas where development had increased the demand

beyond the capacity of the existing water network.

Water networks were also provided to bring water to developed

stands. The existing water networks were extended to bring

water to areas that had not previously been serviced. Existing

networks were expanded and improved.

Further, water networks were provided to bring water

to communities in informal settlements. Many informal

settlements have grown over time within the Ekurhuleni area.

Ekurhuleni
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Water purification
works

Some had been serviced in terms of water provision, but

many still lacked these services. As a result of the

amalgamation of the nine local authorities, the economy of

scale ensured that funds could be directed towards

settlements without any potable water.

The following settlements have received potable water:

Tintwa, Holomisa, Bluegumview, Never-Never, Emlotheni,

Home Seekers, Umthambeka, Khayalitsha, Vusi Musi

overflow, Winnie Mandela, Margaret Zuma, Madela Kufa and

Tswelopele 8 (Duduza)

The only settlements not yet effectively addressed would be

those on privately owned land where the Municipality has

provided water tanks in the interim.

Projects were undertaken to serve newly developed areas, to

increase the capacity of existing sewer mains and to provide

sewer networks to serve developed stands. The sewers were

provided to various previously disadvantaged townships.

Some isolated areas within Ekurhuleni were still burdened

with the unacceptable sewer bucket system. Funding to

commence with the eradication of sewer buckets in

Ekurhuleni, was provided in the 2002/2003 budget of

Council. A contractor was appointed for the first phase,

consisting of approximately 300 households. Provincial

government provided a grant for the second phase in an

attempt to completely remove this system.

It is also the National Government’s policy that no sewer

bucket systems will be used by any community and that this

system must be eradicated and brought to, at least, a basic

level of service. These communities in Ekurhuleni now

experience  a healthy environment resulting from making use

of an adequate sewer system. This will also uplift those

communities and improve their self-esteem and quality of life.

Various other administrative projects, such as the

development of a Water Services Development Plan and a

Uniform Operational Budget have been undertaken in order to

ensure that services are delivered more efficiently.
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sustainable environmental solutions is the waste recycling

project that was initiated, by establishing paper pick-up

points. This project is important because it also enables the

community to become involved in the initiatives of the

Municipality. 

To further improve services to the community, 12 new

refuse collection vehicles were purchased, at a cost of

R12.5 million, due to the fact that the old waste collection

Solid Waste Services

During the past two-and-a-half years, an uninterrupted solid

waste service, with only minor problems has been provided

through an operational budget of R470 million.

Apart from supplying a continued service, we were able to

undertake various projects to improve service delivery and

bring about a more equitable delivery of services.

One of the most important resultant benefits was the

investigation, implementation and provision of 8 200 new

solid waste services.

Another important project undertaken is the Methane Gas

Project at the Weltevreden disposal site in Brakpan.  The

aim of this best practice project, is to develop alternative

energy sources and thus save on the Operational Budget.

This confirms the Municipality’s commitment to finding

sustainable solutions to providing services to the people of

Ekurhuleni. Another project that strives to create

fleet was extremely uneconomical to run.  Additionally, a

new cell development for waste disposal was completed to

improve our capacity to deal with increased waste. Refuse

bins were provided to new developments, clean-up

campaigns were initiated and a strategy to deal with illegal

dumping was approved.  These developments will ensure a

cleaner and healthier environment for the people of

Ekurhuleni.
Solid waste services
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Electricity Services

Apart from supplying free basic services to all serviced

residences and the implementation of a uniform tariff

structure, 18 345 new electrical connections have been

provided within the Ekurhuleni area since 5 December 2000.

Almost all these connections were done in previously

disadvantaged areas.

Additionally, to make electrical connections accessible to

even more residents, it has now been approved that low cost

electricity connections can be made without any initial

outlay of capital by the community. This achievement makes

electricity available to many households that would

previously not have been able to afford the service.

In terms of street lighting, 61 high mast lights have been

erected and 88 kilometres of roadway illuminated within the

Ekurhuleni area since 5 December 2000. This project was

undertaken solely in previously disadvantaged areas and will

play an important role in combating crime and preventing

accidents.

Municipal Infrastructure in the future
The huge achievements in terms of providing services to

communities that have previously been neglected also point to

the fact that there is still much work to be done with regard to

improving the quality of life of the people of Ekurhuleni.

Our most important aim, in future, is to ensure that all

previously disadvantaged communities receive services as

soon as possible, and that current services are upgraded on a

continuous basis.

Many other aspects still have to be addressed. These include

the theft of electricity copper, the reduction of illegal dumping,

the improvement of customer care initiatives and the problem

of illegal service connections. Addressing these issues will

undoubtedly lead to improved levels of service delivery.

Our community can be assured of a commitment to service

excellence and the knowledge that the challenges highlighted

will be faced with confidence in order to meet all our goals

and objectives.

Electrical

infrastructure
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ROADS,
TRANSPORT &
CIVIL WORKS
Background

Our greatest challenge is to provide an equitable roads

infrastructure for the people of Ekurhuleni. Such infra-

structure increases ease of movement and plays an

important role in the day-to-day living of each and every

community within Ekurhuleni. It is also of central importance

to economic activity and growth within the region.

The legacy of adequate roads infrastructure being only

provided to a select few is being addressed, and vast

improvements have been effected throughout Ekurhuleni.

Roads, Transport and Civil Work for
the benefit of the community
Road construction and upgrading projects at a total cost of

R290 million have been completed, which created jobs to

the value of R69 million. A total of some R430 million 

has been invested in new infrastructure projects for roads,

storm water and public transport. In addition to this,

approximately R40 million per annum has been spent on

maintaining the 7 000 kilometre road network of Ekurhuleni.

A total of 380 kilometres of roadway within the Ekurhuleni

area has been tarred since 5 December 2000. This

includes 20 kilometres of access roads that now link

townships with major routes. Previously, the residents of

these communities were forced to make use of sub-

standard roads, but now benefit greatly from increased

ease of movement.

Three quarters of all newly tarred roads are situated within

previously disadvantaged areas and will impact hugely on

the quality of life of these communities.  Members of the

community now have easy access to their homes, places of

work and community facilities. Roads are no longer

impassable during rainy seasons.

In order to further improving living conditions in previously

disadvantaged communities, the storm water system in the

Phola Park informal settlement was upgraded to prevent

Built by

Communities for

Communities
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flood damage and loss of life. Storm water drainage at

Eastleigh Spruit has also been upgraded, necessitated by

the occasional flooding of a main CBD link road.  This

upgrade benefits the community through improved safety,

improved property values and increased ease of

movement.  It will also benefit economic activity through

increased access.

In Winnie Mandela Park, a project was undertaken to

improve public transport routes and the storm water

drainage system. This resulted in increased mobility for

public and private transport and improved storm water

management, which also reduces the risk of flooding,

possible damage to property and loss of life.

The following Ekurhuleni major roads projects were

completed:

" The Upgrading of the Intersection at Modder B and

Daveyton Road;

" The Construction of the final phase of the K90;

" Boksburg - East Rand Mall to Rondebult Road; and

" The widening of Black Reef Road.

In addition to the infrastructural upgrades, a co-operative

environment was created with the taxi industry.  This was

necessitated by the fact that the state of the taxi industry

impacts on the quality of life of a large sector of the

Ekurhuleni community. This project included the ‘Vuka

campaign” for vehicle legalisation, pro-active attention to

taxi conflict resolution, the democratisation of the taxi

industry  with elections concluded at both association and

regional level, the hosting of a successful Bosberaad with

taxi leadership in March 2003, as well as the

establishment of a regional taxi office in Kempton Park.

Roads, Transport and Civil Works in
the future
Among the challenges we face; is a backlog of 1 700

kilometres of unpaved roads, a need to restructure the

operations of the municipal bus service and many storm

water upgrades. There is also, within Ekurhuleni, a vast

area underlain by dolomitic conditions that require urgent

road and storm water infrastructural development.

The following projects will be addressed in the near future:

" Construction of the K86 North of Daveyton;

" Additional access to Tembisa from P38-1;

" Atlas Road and interchange north of JIA on the R21;

" On-ramp on N3 / Airport - Gosforth Park; and

" Construction of Ring Road West, Alberton.

We are aware of the important role we play in the lives of

the people of Ekurhuleni, and it is our commitment to

maximise our contribution to improving their quality of life.

Improved access
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COMMUNITY
SERVICES
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INTRODUCTION TO THE

COMMUNITY 
SERVICES CLUSTER
We have a very important role 
to play in maintaining high living
standards for the people of
Ekurhuleni.  Our main role is to put
systems in place that will empower
the community to make positive
choices with regards to housing,
health, social structures, leisure
activities and safety.  In addition, 
we also provide adequate community
facilities for the people of Ekurhuleni.2

SECTION CHAPTER 3

The Departments that constitute this cluster all play a very

important role in ensuring a normal and well-balanced way

of life within Ekurhuleni’s communities.

The Community Services Cluster comprises Health and

Social Development; Public Safety; Sport, Recreation Arts

and Culture; Housing and the Eastern region.

Health and Social Development focuses on the extension of

health services to needy areas through the building of new

health facilities and the improvements of access to health

services through the extension of existing clinic facilities and

the upgrading of existing clinic facilities to cater for people

living with disabilities.  It is also focussed on changing the
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Community

Services Cluster

Management 

Team

attitudes and behaviour of community members with regards

to smoking, HIV/AIDS, Cancer and TB and alleviating poverty

and underdevelopment.

The primary challenge facing the Health and Social

Development Department is  to find ways to address the

inequitable distribution of services throughout the region.

Public Safety is focussed on providing a Municipality Police

service, disaster management, emergency services, licensing

and registration as well as creating a communications

infrastructure to ensure the safety of our communities.  For

people to function normally, they need the assurance that

their safety is being adequately addressed - this is the primary

role of Public Safety.

Sport, Recreation, Arts and Culture provides and maintains

adequate sporting facilities and library and information

services, maintains parks, promotes arts and culture. We

maintain cemetery facilities and also have a key role to play

in the integration of communities, through our recreational

programmes.

Recreational activities are important in ensuring a balanced

lifestyle and healthy community.

Housing’s mission is to facilitate, provide and encourage

integrated, habitable, stable, public and privately subsidised

residential developments to ensure viable communities

through an effective, efficient and accessible level of service

delivery.

Receiving a house has a hugely positive impact on the lives

of households that have previously been denied acceptable

shelter. It is here that the Municipality’s commitment to

addressing poverty and underdevelopment is most obvious.

As a cluster, we work with the Ekurhuleni community to speed

up change, fight poverty and racism and build a strong and

democratic local government in pursuit of a better life for all.

Priorities identified are:

" To develop, implement and maintain an integrated

approach to well planned, sustainable housing

developments within the boundaries of Ekurhuleni;

" To improve the quality of life of the people of Ekurhuleni

by fighting poverty and providing social services;

" To ensure a healthy community through the provision of a

comprehensive primary health care service supported by

appropriate infrastructure development.

" To provide for integrated disaster management that is

preventative, responsive and reconstructive in nature;

" To develop and apply an integrated strategy with regards

to HIV / AIDS and the management of the impact of the

disease; and

" To improve the quality of life of Ekurhuleni citizens

through the provision of integrated leisure, information

and cultural services.

We are at the grassroots of
delivery, given the fact that the
kind of services we render are
easily discernible. As we
progress in our quest to create a
better life for all, we remain
mindful that given many years of
disadvantage, it will take time
for us to safely say that we are
succeeding. We remain
steadfast in improving service
delivery.
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HEALTH &
SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
Health and Social Development plays a vital role in

contributing to the quality of life of the people of

Ekurhuleni. It is one of the most fundamental truths that

healthy communities are productive communities.

As a Department, our focus is on the extension of health

services to the most needy communities and on ensuring

that social development projects are established throughout

the Municipal area.

Addressing the inequitable distribution of health and social

development throughout Ekurhuleni is one of our most

critical focus areas.  Health services were, in the past, not

accessible to many members of the Ekurhuleni community

due to vast distances to travel and insufficient facilities.

Progress has been made in ensuring that members of these

previously neglected communities have access to services.

Health & Social Development for the
benefit of the community
Among our principal achievements were the building of

new clinics and the upgrading of existing clinics: 

" A new clinic, the Lucky Mkhwanazi Clinic, was built;

" The White City Clinic was extended;

" Phase 2 of the Daveyton Main Clinic was complete;

" The building of the Rockville Clinic commenced in

February 2003; and

" Toilet facilities and ramps were built in existing clinics

to cater for the disabled.

Such improvements were effected throughout the region in

Duduza, Kwa-Thema, Daveyton, Tsakane, Alberton, Kempton

Park, Germiston, Edenvale and Boksburg.  These

developments are of critical importance in ensuring that

everybody in Ekurhuleni has access to primary health care.

In addition to extending our service delivery reach, we are

also responsible for the day-to-day, effective operation of all

existing clinics.

An indication of the improvements that have been achieved

pertaining to clinics already in operation, is the cross-

boundary clinics of Olifantsfontein and Bapsfontein that are

now operating on a five-days-per-week, eight-hours-per-day

basis, compared to previous operation of only two days per

week.

Antenatal services were introduced at Winnie Mandela Park

Clinic, Erin Clinic, Birchleigh North Clinic, Spartan Clinic,

Bonaero Park Clinic in the and Edenvale Clinic.

In addition to these, various projects were embarked upon

including antenatal classes and door-to-door immunisation

initiatives. We also hosted numerous health days to

mobilise communities to take responsibility for their own

health by promoting a healthy lifestyle.  Educational and

motivational initiatives of this nature are vital in our fight

against poverty and underdevelopment. 

We also embarked on various social development projects
such as regular inspections of crèches, workshops on
children’s rights and the establishment of agricultural
projects. An excellent example is the ploughing and planting

Accessible

health

services
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of the 73-hectare Tamboekiesfontein Farm in order to secure
household food security.  This project will reduce poverty levels
because poor communities will be the beneficiaries of the
project.  It also ties in with our emphasis on involving the
community in its own upliftment.

This department has educated approximately 28 000
community members on the dangers of the use of tobacco,
eating unsafe food, HIV/AIDS, Cancer and Tuberculosis
through the implementation of awareness campaigns.  These
have contributed to promoting healthier lifestyles.

In terms of Community Development,
several programmes were embarked
upon that directly benefited the
community. These include school
holiday programmes, education on the
prevention of domestic violence, as well
as child protection initiatives. The
elderly were catered for through
programmes that dealt with the topics
of social grants and the rights of the
elderly.

An epidemiology unit has been established in the Special

Programmes Directorate. Part of its role will be to promote

ward based research activities. The major focus will be on the

incidence and prevalence of diseases affecting the

community of Ekurhuleni.

With regards to environmental health; formal and informal
food trading places were inspected.  The scourge of pests
for example, rats, was also investigated, and it was found
that the most troublesome problem is the control of tall
grass, in which rats breed. In conjunction with the Department

of Sport, Recreation, Arts and Culture the monitoring of
grass cutting will be attended to on a regular basis.

The department has expanded the indigent registration
process to areas that were previously not covered, to
address the backlog.

The mental health unit has also been established. Several
awareness campaigns were conducted in the community
including churches and clinics on aspects such as
substance abuse and crime prevention.

Health & Social Development 
in the Future
We are fully prepared to meet the foremost challenges

facing us:  HIV/AIDS and achieving healthy lifestyles for the

Ekurhuleni community through information sessions on

good health practices.  Other challenges include:

" Implementation of ward-based Primary Health Care;

" Extension of clinic hours towards a 24-hour service;

" Continuous availability of medication in all clinics; and

" Rodent control throughout the region.

Primary

health care
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The safety of the Ekurhuleni community is our primary

concern. We are focused on ensuring community safety

under a wide variety of circumstances that include road

safety and medical emergencies, disasters, fire fighting and

prevention. In addition, we are one of the most visible

departments in the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality,

since virtually every action we perform directly influences

the opinions of one or more of our audiences.  The nature

of the functions of Public Safety forces all its members into

the spotlight on a daily basis. The public scrutiny that we

are subjected to, further motivates us to perform our duties

to the best of our abilities.

It is one of the Municipality’s prime concerns that the

community of Ekurhuleni must be safe as they go about

their lives, and we have achieved a lot with regard to

ensuring that this increasingly becomes a reality.

Public Safety for the benefit of the
community
For a community to be happy and highly functional, each

member of the community has to be sure that adequate

attention is being paid to ensuring his or her safety.  As a

Department, it is our task to ensure safety within the

Ekurhuleni region, whether it is safety on the roads, safety

in knowing that emergency services are available to assist

when necessary, or whether it is safety in the knowledge

that disasters will be dealt with effectively.

The following gives an indication of progress in our four

areas of operation:

The Ekurhuleni Metropolitan
Police Department (EMPD)

One of our most important achievements was the

establishment of the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Police

Department (EMPD) on 24 January 2002. 

The general quality of life in Ekurhuleni has improved

dramatically as the EMPD has worked in partnership with

the community, other metropolitan police departments and

the SAPS, to ensure zero tolerance of crime.

Fighting the carnage on the roads of Ekurhuleni is a crucial

aspect of the EMPD’s daily activities.  We have embarked

on programmes in consultation with GAUTRANS, such as

Arrive Alive, and there has been investment in technology

to complement human resources for law enforcement

purposes, such as a joint venture agreement that was

entered into to enable us to enforce traffic laws by means

of cameras.

The unnecessary death of a community member hugely

impacts on a community.   When we enforce traffic laws on

the roads of Ekurhuleni, we do it, for the biggest part, to

limit senseless deaths.  

In order to make our services more accessible to the

communities of Ekurhuleni, three EMPD offices were

Ekurhuleni

Metropolitan

Police Department

PUBLIC SAFETY
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Special units

opened in the previously unutilised council offices of

Vosloorus, Kwa-Thema and Tembisa.  This is Batho Pele

(People First) in action.  We have to make ourselves

accessible to the community that we serve.

In order to increase the level of service in the region, a

professionally trained Canine Unit and an Accident

Investigation Unit have been established and are fully

operational.  The units operate throughout Ekurhuleni. The

Canine Unit serves to protect the community through, for

instance, bomb detection and drug detection, and the Accident

Unit employs scientific methods to investigate accidents.  

In addition to the creation of these special units, 150 new

EMPD members have been recruited. The increased

manpower will raise the level of service provided to the

community through higher visibility and a resultant reduction

in crime.

Direct contact with the
community has been a very
important factor. Training
sessions have been
conducted at schools,
churches, retirement homes
and businesses on topics,
such as driver education,
crime awareness and
anti-hijacking. Such
initiatives are most
beneficial as they lead to
co-operation between the
EMPD and the community.

Community
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Emergency Services 
The Municipality has entered into an
interim Memorandum of Agreement with 
the Gauteng Provincial Health Government.
This agreement ensures that emergency
services delivered will at least be of a
standard in line with the requirements of
the Gauteng Provincial Health Department.

The response capabilities of the fire fighting unit were

further improved by the refurbishment and upgrading

of four fire stations in Hlahatsi, Thokoza, Vosloorus

and Duduza. These facilities, situated in previously

disadvantaged areas, were not designed as fire stations,

and are now better suited to this function.

The construction of a purpose built fire station in Tembisa

has been approved, and will lead to vastly improved

emergency response times.

Olifantsfontein is a high-risk fire area and, historically

services to this region were rendered from Halfway House.

Actions have been taken to re-establish a fire station at

Olifantsfontein. This has resulted in effective service

rendering.

Disaster Management and
Communications 

Progress is being made towards making the community

aware of the different types of risks that exist in their areas.

Community education campaigns, through information 

with regards to roles and responsibilities in disaster

situations and how to respond to hazards, have been

undertaken. These projects enable the community to

identify hazards in their areas and to have the knowledge

to respond to hazards correctly.  

Funds have been allocated to develop an Eastern Region

Dispatching Centre at the Springs Service Delivery Centre,

so that the community will benefit from an effective

Emergency Medical Services is an exceedingly important

aspect of Community Health and Safety with ambulance

services being the community’s access to Emergency

Medical Services. The municipality has accepted norms

and standards, which will lead to improved and more

equitable services rendered based on response, skills levels

and number of ambulances per capita.

As part of our obligation to provide the Ekurhuleni

community with cost-effective, quality emergency services,

tariffs and fees have been standardised.  A decision was

also taken to cancel fees for pregnant women, registered

indigents, charity organisations and during declared

disasters.  This will make emergency services available to

many people who might not previously have been able to

afford them.

In order to develop our capacity to deal with disasters, 5

fire fighting vehicles were acquired at a cost of R10 million.

This acquisition will lead to improved response times in

rural and underdeveloped areas. The design of the vehicles

is such that they can be utilised in informal settlements and

other congested areas.

Emergency

Response
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communication system and speedy response when

reporting life threatening and non-life threatening incidents

in the Eastern Region.

Disaster Management Contingency Plans have been

workshopped, discussed and compiled and existing plans

amended. Practical disaster management exercises have

been held with the following stakeholders: 

" Johannesburg International Airport;

" Rand Airport;

" Spoornet;

" Eskom; and

" SASOL.

These sessions are of vital importance. With a contingency

plan in place, safety and stability will be greatly enhanced

in the event of an incident or disaster.  

We were also actively involved in the provision of emergency

services during the World Summit on Sustainable

Development, the World Cup Cricket event and Air Shows.

Public Safety services

were also rendered to the following informal settlements in

incidents of shack fires and floods:

" Sonwaba Informal Settlement;

" Marathon Informal Settlement;

" Zonkizizwe Informal Settlement;

" Duduza Informal Settlement;

" Madelakufa Informal Settlement;

" Winnie Mandela Informal Settlement;

" Holomisa Informal Settlement; and

" Peter Mokhaba Informal Settlement.

The support to these communities included the supply of

temporary shelters, blankets, food and clothing.   

Licensing Services

The focus is on easing licensing procedures for the

community of Ekurhuleni. This has been done by

implementing South Africa’s first Drive-Thru licensing renewal

facility in the Northern Region at Kempton Park. The result has

been shorter processing time and the avoidance of long

queues. This initiative is a first that might lead to a nationwide

trend. The drive-through facility allows the community to

license a vehicle within 45 seconds. This is an excellent

example of the improved service delivery that we strive to

implement throughout Ekurhuleni.

License renewal points were also opened in the following

previously disadvantaged areas to obviate long travelling

distances to facilities.

" Tembisa;

" Vosloorus;

" Tsakane;

" Kwa-Thema;

" Daveyton;

" Thokoza;

" Katlehong; and

" Reiger Park.

Public Safety in the future
Public safety is central to the quality of life of the

Ekurhuleni community.  We are committed to continue

providing services of a high standard that will make the

daily life of every individual that lives and works in

Ekurhuleni, a lot safer.

Management of

hazardous

situations
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SPORT,
RECREATION,
ARTS &
CULTURE
The cultural, recreational and sport activities of a

community are of great importance to the morale and

well-being of its people. The Sport, Recreation, Arts &

Culture (SRAC) department oversees the following aspects

of the Municipality’s operations: 

" Arts,  Culture  and  Heritage

" Libraries and Information Services

" Parks and Cemeteries

" Sport and Recreation

The provision and maintenance of such facilities and

services are necessary to ensure the continued

improvement in the quality of life.

SRAC for the benefit of the
community
There are vast imbalances in the quality of SRAC services

rendered throughout the region, but a major role is being

played through the initiation of a process whereby the

imbalances in service rendering between the various

communities are finally being addressed.

Sport facilities are in high demand within the community,

but the backlog is huge. We are embarking on a

programme to ensure equitable delivery of facilities and the

development of all sportng codes. Of particular importance

is the development of facilities within the region that

adheres to international standards and contributes to job

creation.

Such facilities can lead to excellent opportunities to

promote Ekurhuleni to international, national and local

visitors.

One such project is the upgrading of the Willowmoore Park

Stadium to the level of being suitable to host international

events. The hosting of international events can be greatly

beneficial to the community by bringing business to the

area within which the sport facility is located.  The third

phases of improvement to the Kathlehong Stadium and the

Sethokga Sport Park have been completed and the

Ebuhleni swimming pool has been opened.  Improvements

have also been made to the Tswelopele and Phomolong

sport parks.

Sport has an uncanny ability to bring people together.

When people unite in support of their teams, they forget

about all aspects of diversity. In this regard, the creation

and maintenance of sports facilities plays a vital role in

community building.

In terms of improving library facilities for the previously

disadvantaged communities of Ekurhuleni, the Jerry Moloi

Library and Phomolong Career Centre were completed and

the Tembisa and Kwa-thema libraries upgraded.

Community

well-being
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The core media collection of the following libraries have

been expanded towards the goal of equity attainment:

Actonville, Alra Park, Bonaero Park, Reiger Park,

Vosloorus, Dinwiddie, Dunnottar, Kathlehong, Palm Ridge,

Primrose and Tsakane.

Libraries are significant as they offer life-long learning

opportunities that lead to skills development and offer vital

recreational opportunities.

The burial of a loved one is a very sensitive and highly

diversified issue. Cultural and religious needs have to be

respected and cemeteries have to be maintained and

progressively developed. 

In this regard, the Boksburg Regional, Vlakfontein and

Tamboekiesfontein cemeteries have been developed, and

13 cemeteries across the region upgraded. These upgrades

include the provision of electricity, landscaping, fencing,

ablution facilities and roads.

The importance of parks should not be underestimated, as they

contribute to the beautification of the environment and offer

places of leisure and recreation to the community.  In order to

provide the community with adequate recreational facilities,

the Sedibeng Multi-purpose Park was developed and the Benoni

Park upgraded. In addition, the town entrances of Tembisa,

Duduza, Alberton and Germiston have been beautified.

Further actions have included the hosting of a wide variety

of flagship events:

" The Mayoral Achievers Awards;

" The Divas Jazz Festival;

" The Masakhane Games and Ekurhuleni Games;

Developing 
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" International Rugby and Cricket Tests;

" The SA National Swimming Championships;

" Heritage Day festivals;

" CAYA Festival and National Library Week; and

" Ekurhuleni Fine Arts Awards.

These events have far-reaching effects on the community.

Apart from the fact that they create the opportunity for all its

people to attend national and international level events,

they have a very positive role to play with regard to

building the morale of the community and they create vital

revenue for the community.  Such events can also have a

very positive unifying effect amongst community members.

SRAC and the future
The maintenance and development of the Municipality’s

sport, recreation, arts and cultural facilities is an ongoing

task.  Redressing the imbalances of the past, and playing

a role in the development and upliftment of the people of

Ekurhuleni, will continue to be our main focus. 
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HOUSING
The mission of the Housing
Department is to facilitate, provide
and encourage integrated, habitable,
stable, public and private subsidised
residential developments to ensure
viable communities through an
effective, efficient and accessible
service delivery level.

Finding ways to ensure that everybody that lives in

Ekurhuleni has access to adequate shelter is challenging but

satisfying. Many actions have been undertaken with the

purpose of creating an environment that lends itself to

ensuring that the mission will be achieved over time. These

include the compilation of a strategic plan detailing the

departmental Key Performance Areas, the functions, actions

required and time frames for delivery. An Integrated

Development Plan has also been compiled to indicate

delivery over the next five years based on the housing

backlog and the available resources to address the need.

Currently, the backlog in informal units is estimated at

133,339 shacks in 112 informal settlements. The region

also has 22 hostels, which need to be upgraded into

affordable rental units and self-contained units. There is also

a need for social housing for those sections of the

community that would qualify for a subsidy, but do not

necessarily want to be an owner of a single residential stand.

Housing for the benefit of the
community
Having adequate shelter is one of the most basic human

needs. The historical imbalance in South African society

resulted in the fact that many members of the Ekurhuleni

community are lacking in this most fundamental of human

needs.  The focus of the department is, therefore, to correct

these imbalances through the formulation and

implementation of policies, planning and implementation of

projects to address the need, the facilitation and promotion

of affordable rental housing and the provision of effective

support services in terms of managing grant funding, the

budget and the administration of beneficiaries.

In summary, the following has been delivered in the region

to date:

" Formal Housing programmes (serviced stands with top
structure): Since 1994 - 51 279 stands of which 5 219
were delivered in the past year.

" Incremental Housing programmes (serviced site and
tenure first, followed by the peoples housing process for
top structures): Since 1994 - 34 176 serviced stands
and 14 920 top structures of which 4 550 serviced
stands and 4 021 top structures were delivered in the
past year.  

" Other programmes such as inner city upgrading: Since
1994 - 1 346 units of which 2 85I the past year.

" Hostel programme: Since 1994 - 28 304 beds were

Providing 

shelter
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maintained and upgraded. This programme has now
been changed to the upgrading of hostels to become
self-contained units and affordable rental stock. The
past year saw the initiation of five such projects, which
are all still in progress.

" Emergency water to informal settlements: All settlements
on Council owned land were provided with emergency
water and this will be maintained until such time as the
settlement has either been upgraded or relocated to
developed land. The provision of water to all other
settlements on privately owned land is in progress.

These figures may seem matter-of-fact and fairly lifeless on

paper, but they indicate a precious difference that has been

made to the lives of thousands of people in Ekurhuleni.  

Programmes being implemented at present include the

following:

" The finalisation of projects by providing services, top
structures and the registration of titles to 31 000
properties.

" The establishment of ten Housing Support Centres for
the delivery of 5 000 top structures through the Peoples

Housing Process.

" The conversion of 3 hostels into affordable rental stock
to create approximately 500 self contained units.

" The negotiation of the buying of 13 parcels of land for
either green fields developments or upgrading of
existing settlements.

" The formulation of a Social Housing Strategy for the
Municipality and the identification of the first projects.

Housing in the future
The commitment of the Housing Department to deliver is reflected

in the Integrated Development Plan where it is intended to deliver

approximately 106 000 serviced stands and 70 000 top structures

over the next 5 years with the financial support of the National

subsidy grants and the Gauteng Housing Development Agency. It

is also the intention to convert all the hostels into approximately

750 self-containing units where the structural integrity, will allow.

A very important shift in housing is delivery through the

incremental housing process. The emphasis in the future will

be on the delivery of serviced sites and the involvement of

the beneficiaries in the building of their own top structures -

thereafter through the Peoples Housing Process.  This will

allow the delivery of more sites with the same budget

allocation from National Government in a year. The Peoples

Housing Process will lead to greater participation, a sense

of ownership and pride in owning a self-built home.

Emphasis will also be placed on delivery of Social Housing

(Medium and higher density housing developments with

rental as an option). This will form part of urban regeneration,

but will also create a typology of housing for those with needs

other than just ownership or a single standing residential

stand. It will also help alleviate the need for vacant land for

low-density residential developments.

The vision of the department is to form a Partnership for

Sustainable Housing Delivery and it will, therefore,

continuously strive to realise this through active

participation of communities, other governmental

departments, organisations, funding organisations and

those that can contribute to the building of communities and

not only houses. 

People’s
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INTRODUCTION TO THE

CORPORATE 
SERVICES CLUSTER
The Corporate Services Cluster 
of the Municipality is responsible for
Finance; Corporate and Legal; 
Human Resources Management 
and Developmen, Information and
Communication Technology and the
Southern Region.2

SECTION CHAPTER 4
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The Corporate 

Services Cluster

Management Team

If we are to successfully
continue our effort towards
building sustainable
communities, it is important
that the Municipality
functions optimally in all
respects. The Corporate
Services Cluster plays a
central role in ensuring that
the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan
Municipality is
operationally sound.

Throughout this report, the focus has been on how the

actions of the Municipality directly benefit the community.

The benefits of our actions aren’t that easy to see at first

glance, but when one remembers that Corporate Services

creates an enabling administrative environment that assists

all the other clusters to perform their task successfully, it

becomes clear that our efficiency and effectiveness directly

contributes to the service the municipality is able to render

to the people of Ekurhuleni. 

Finance is, in the most obvious sense, responsible for the

sound financial management of the Municipality. We

endeavour to manage our finances properly, in order to

increase our service offering and thus impact positively on

the community with regards to alleviating poverty and

underdevelopment.

Corporate and Legal Services provides the administrative

and legal services that enables the Municipality to perform

effectively.

Human Resources Management and Development is

responsible for the sourcing and maintenance of the

Municipality’s human resources.  We play an important

role in the staffing of the Municipality, and ensuring that the

employees of the Municipality are motivated and

committed to our corporate goals. If the Municipality’s

employees are happy, everyone will be able to perform

their tasks more effectively.

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) ensures

the smooth operation of the Municipality through the

provision of information and communications tech-

nological solutions. The management of municipal

information is at the centre of efficient customer service

as it determines the effectiveness of the interaction

between the 14 000 municipal employees and more than

2,5 million residents of Ekurhuleni.

The Corporate Services Cluster has put policies in place

that enable the municipality to tackle day-to-day service

delivery, and has taken actions to create an enabling

environment for the Municipality to reach its goals.
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FINANCE
Finance is responsible for the financial management of

the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality.  We provide

support within the Municipality to perform its functions to

maximum effect and to apply its financial resources for the

maximum benefit of the community.

They way in which we facilitate the use of our financial

resources has a major impact on levels of service delivery

and the strategies of the Municipality.  The revenue budget

and capital programme are the primary means to achieve

improved service delivery.  These should not be viewed in

isolation, but as part of an integrated approach to

continued service improvement.  We, as a Municipality,

should be able to demonstrate, through our annual

financial statements, that the income received has been

used in the best interest of all who live and work in

Ekurhuleni.

Apart from ensuring that our financial resources are utilised

optimally, we also have a responsibility with regard to

the Municipality’s commitment to transparency and a

zero-tolerance approach to corruption.

Great progress has been made regarding these, since

December 2000.

Finance for the benefit of the
community

Administrative steps have been put
in place to ensure the effective
functioning of the Municipality.
Among these were the migration of
the eleven disestablished
municipalities’ bank accounts to one
bank and the approval of a clear
Credit Control Policy.

The Credit Control Policy was formulated to ensure payment

to the Municipality for services rendered.  Maximum

payment for services rendered is important as it enables the

Municipality to provide continued, new and sustainable

services to the community it serves.  The Credit Control

Policy also paves the way for those who cannot pay for the

services they receive and have accumulated huge debts.

These consumers can now make interest-free payment

arrangements in respect of their arrears, thus ensuring

greater overall payment levels. The Credit Control Policy

also provides for registered indigents, by placing their

accumulated arrears temporarily in a suspense account. 

With regard to indigents, an Indigent Policy has been

approved and implemented.  The Policy is aimed at

assisting indigents in respect of municipal services.

Registered indigent households in the community benefit

from social relief granted by the Municipality through the

remission of assessment rates (land valued up to R12 500)

and the solid waste tariffs (first tariff category).

Assisting 
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Our approach to indigents is indicative of the Municipality’s

commitment to supporting those who have been

disadvantaged in the past by ensuring that they have

access to basic levels of essential services.

The financial system integration is progressing well and

will enhance information availability and financial control.

It will also allow for payment at any service delivery centre

in the near future. Easier access to payment facilities  -

particularly for those who do not have ready access to

transport - is proof of the Municipality’s commitment to the

principles of Batho Pele (People First).

Finance in the future

The greatest challenge we face is to ensure that debt

collection and payment levels are improved so that the

Municipality will have access to all the funds, which will

enable us to improve service levels and thus fight poverty

and underdevelopment more effectively.

We are focused on supporting the initiative in establishing

Customer Care Centres in the regions.  This will lead to an

increase in the number of pay points and provide the

community with access to alternative payment methods.  

Since the Integrated Development Plan and the planning of

all other Departments have a major influence on the

Finance Department, all future projects will be aligned

accordingly. Planned projects that will, amongst many

others, be addressed in the near future include:

" The appointment of debt collectors and establishing of
an in-house debt collection capacity; and

" The implementation of activity based costing. 

We are confident that our planned projects will continue to

impact positively on customer service levels, the

availability of information and the financial viability of the

Municipality.

Customer care
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The core function of the Human
Resources Management and
Development department is to
develop the human resource capacity
of the Municipality and create an
enabling environment for our
officials, so that they may enjoy long
and satisfying careers.

HUMAN
RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
AND
DEVELOPMENT

The Department is focused on employment equity and

transformation, organisational management, the provision

and maintenance of human resources, training and

development, the well being of employees and labour

relations. As the Municipality is commited to the

development and redressing of past imbalances, this same

approach is adopted when dealing with its employees.

To enable us to perform our functions to the best of our

abilities, a wide variety of administrative functions and

policy formulations have been implemented.  These include

the preparation and submission of the Employment Equity

Report to the Department of Labour, the development of

policies on Special Programmes, such as gender and

disability, the establishment of a Transformation Advisory

Committee, the development of affirmative action measures

and the monitoring and evaluation of the implementation

of transformation.

Additionally, an effective Job Evaluation system was intro-

duced, a Workplace Skills Plan was designed, compliance

Managing
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with Occupational Health and Safety legislation was

ensured and finalisation of the collective bargaining

process between Unions and Management was facilitated.

Human Resources for the benefit of
the community

If the employees of the Municipality are well looked after,

they will be motivated and commited to perform their

functions to the best of their abilities.  When this

happens, the Municipality will be better equipped to

improve service levels and fight poverty and

underdevelopment.  Highly functioning employees will

deliver maximum output.

In addition to ensuring that the employees of the

Municipality are enabled to perform their functions to the

best of their abilities, it is important to employ sound

Human Resources principles, because Government,

whether Local, Provincial or National, has the

responsibility to set the tone in its Human Resources

policies and practices.

Human Resources in the future

It is true that we are living in a world that is becoming

increasingly driven by technology.  But while technology is

of vital importance to the efficiency levels of an

organisation like a Municipality, the role of it’s people

should never be underestimated.

The Municipality subscribes to the principles of Batho Pele

(People First).  This means that we are primarily focussed

on improving the lives of people. In order to be able to do

this, the employees of the Municipality also have to be put

first. They have to be kept motivated and on track.  They

have to be trained. They have to be appropriately

rewarded. Our focus is the continued effective management

of the human resources of the Municipality.  Our focus is on

people - whether they are members of the community in

general, or employees.
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This Directorate is tasked with the
transformation of the Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Municipality through the
implementation of the Employment
Equity Act.

Employment Equity for the benefit of
the community

The Employment Equity Act, 55 of 1998 requires every

designated employer to establish a committee to address

issues of equity in the workplace.  In support of this

requirement we have put in place an Employment Equity

Stakeholder Committee.  

This forum comprises management, labour, and

representatives of women, people with disabilities, non-

unionised employees and white males.  This is of vital

importance because actions of this nature ensure that all

interest groups are taken into account within the

Municipality as a workplace and when we embark on

tender procedures.  It is essential that the Municipality

practises what it preaches with regards to transformation

and development.

In addition, the community of Ekurhuleni, specifically the

entrepreneur, is benefited by the Municipality’s compliance

with section 53 of the Employment Equity Act.  According

to this section, no organ of State is allowed to award a

tender to an organisation that does not comply with the

requirements of the Employment Equity Act. This is in

response to the need to ensure that previously

disadvantaged groups such as blacks, women and people

with disabilities, are given the opportunity to advance in

entrepreneurship through Municipal tenders.

We have also promoted equity by means of grassroots

projects like the “Take a Girl Child to Work” project. This

event formed part of a national campaign to promote

gender equality and was supported by the Department of

Education. Schoolgirls were brought to the workplace and

were shown that good work skills build independence that

leads to the ability to earn an income.  Various departments

of the Municipality participated in this project.

Women’s Day celebrations were organised and hosted in

conjunction with the Office of the Speaker. The first

Women’s Day Celebration for Ekurhuleni included a
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workshop attended by more than 100 women (including

women with disabilities) from all the regions of Ekurhuleni.

In this workshop the draft policies on Sexual Harassment

and Gender were deliberated on and adopted as discussion

papers for the Council.

Another project that promoted the cause of women as well

as children was the 16 Days of Activism on No Violence

Against Women and Children.

This project comprised awareness campaigns that were held in

townships within the three regions (Thokoza, Daveyton and

Tembisa) to educate residents regarding the crimes of violence

on women and children.

Employment Equity in the future
We are committed to ensuring that equity becomes a reality

within the Municipality, as an employer, and within the

community of Ekurhuleni, and we will continuously take

action to reinforce the principles of equity.  It is of vital

importance that we strive to correct the wrongs of the past

by eliminating inequality, as much as it is within our power

to do so.

Awareness 

campaigns
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The Corporate & legal services
department has a very important role
to play in the day-to-day
administrative functioning of the
Municipality.  Although the benefits
that our activities have on the daily
lives of the people of Ekurhuleni
aren’t that tangible, it shouldn’t be
underestimated.

It is our role to ensure that all the Municipality’s

departments operate within an enabled environment with

regards to the administrative and legal aspects of the

Municipality’s operations.  Our core functions assist other

Departments in being more effective and efficient and thus

contributing to organisational efficiency.  

The first challenge we faced after the elections of December

2000 was to establish a core team to set up processes and

mechanisms to deal with the newly established

Municipality’s administration.  Other aspects that had to be

addressed were identifying and redeploying staff and

allocating offices and resources.

The next challenge was to implement uniform policies and

procedures as well as to identify and rationalise the often

vastly differing policies and procedures adopted and

implemented by the 11 disestablished Local Councils. We

also had to put committee structures, lines of

communication and support services into place to ensure

maximum functioning of the Municipality.

Additionally, the decision-making levels and delegation of

powers had to be addressed. So too, the reporting channels

to the Council in respect of decisions taken on the strength

of delegated powers.

All the above aspects were achieved and have set in place

a firm foundation for the future development and operations

of the Municipality. At this stage, the refinement,

streamlining and efficiency of the existing structures,

mechanisms, policies and procedures are being evaluated

and corrective measures have and will be put in place to

the extent required.

Corporate and Legal Services 
for the benefit of the community
The most important role we play is supporting the

Municipality’s departments in their functions through

creating administrative and legal systems and procedures.

We ensure that all functions of the Municipality work

optimally to the benefit of all who live in Ekurhuleni.  

CORPORATE &
LEGAL
SERVICES

Policies and 

procedures
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In addition, the Corporate and Legal Services Department

has embarked on a programme to capacitate the ward

committee members to ensure that they are able to

participate fully in the Municipality’s structures on the

issues affecting their community. 

A further crucial function of this department is to ensure that

proper support structures are in place for the formal

functioning of the Council. This involves facilitating all

meeting procedures of the monthly Council meetings, the

bi-weekly Mayoral Committee meetings and the weekly

Section 80 and Section 79 Portfolio Committee meetings.

In this instance, the secretariat ensures the proper recording

of decisions made by these committees and that these can

be translated into resolutions that can be implemented.

Since meaningful participation of the public in the affairs of

local government requires that they be well informed, the

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality has created a

framework and procedures that allow people to access

records held by the Municipality on their behalf. This

process is administered by the Corporate and Legal

Services Department.

The Promotion of Access to Information Act 2000, which

came into effect on 9 March 2001, stipulates how people

can have access to government records as well as how

government should deal with requests for records and

information held by government in general.

The Act allows citizens and organisations the right to

access records held by government in a prescribed way.

Therefore, it is required by the Act that any public body

should put in place a system to handle requests for records,

although certain limited records may be exempt and a

request may be refused.

To this end, a manual has been compiled which includes an

overview of the structure and functions of the Municipality,

followed by the description of particulars of the chief

information officer and his deputies. The manual is made

available at the offices of the Municipality, throughout the

three regions. 

Corporate and Legal Services 
in the future
We are committed to providing sound administrative

support to the entire Municipality through effective

corporate and legal services.

Commitee

services
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The founding of the Ekurhuleni
Metropolitan Municipality posed real
challenges to the Information
Communications Technology (ICT)
Department, as we were tasked with
integrating 11 separate ICT
departments located throughout the
Ekurhuleni area.

INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY

In order to reach our goal of best serving the community by

optimising municipal resources through the use of ICT, we

have:

" Consolidated and integrated policy and procedure;

" Standardised and consolidated hardware;

" Upgraded Infrastructure hardware and linked Service
Delivery Centres in order to be able to interact; and

" Integrated and consolidated disparate systems.

The main thrust from December 2000 to date was to

formulate a central ICT department, and to create solutions

that would contribute to a more streamlined operational

environment for the Municipality. This was done by

determining the status quo at all departments and

implementing best practise solutions. Remedial actions

have been taken regarding the following:

" A Wide Area Network (WAN) has been installed in order
to integrate the eleven service delivery centres.  This
has enabled improved communication between Service
Delivery Centres, leading to higher operational
efficiencies and improved customer service;

" We have integrated the billing systems used across

Integrating

ICT

Ekurhuleni
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Ekurhuleni in order to consolidate and standardise billing of
all services across the municipal area;

" A Master System Plan has been drawn up to determine
which systems need to be acquired to meet the current and
anticipated ICT needs of the municipality in order to render an
optimum service;

" The Local Area Networks were upgraded in the different
service delivery centres, leading to improved information flow
within Service Delivery Centres;

" Email has been consolidated throughout the Municipality.
It facilitates effective communication throughout the
Municipality and converts the e-mail to a uniform -
@ekurhuleni.com - address;

" We have, working with the Corporate and Legal Services
Department, selected a system to perform document
management and Items resolutions and further track the
progress of Items;

" We have made great progress in integrating the
municipality’s entire telephone system in order to provide
uniform telephonic support throughout the municipal area;
and

" Huge inroads have been made in providing end users
with the ability to allow queries and draw reports, covering all
portfolio areas, from the consolidated Financial System, by
making use of data warehousing. 

ICT for the benefit of the community

Many information communication technology adaptations

have been undertaken. These include an implementation

WAN that allows for the connection of the nine different

administration units.  

Adaptations of this nature make it possible for community

members to make payments in any town of Ekurhuleni.  It

also improves payment levels through easily accessible

payment facilities.  This, in turn, creates more revenue for

the Municipality with which to improve service delivery.

Further, Ekurhuleni’s public libraries have been interlinked.

This allows members of a library in one area to also utilise

library facilities in another area of Ekurhuleni.

The integration of the Municipality’s e-mail server has

simplified e-mail accessibility and contributes to the

fulfilment of the Municipality’s commitment to keeping

communication channels with the community open.

All-in-all, effective information communication technology

solutions enable the Municipality to operate optimally.  

ICT in the future
We are committed to continuously providing the

Municipality with effective information communication

technology solutions that will increase efficacy levels.

It is our role to ensure that all the Municipality’s

departments operate within an enabled environment with

regards to the administrative and legal aspects of the

Municipality’s operations.  Our core functions assist other

departments to be more effective and efficient and thus

contributes to overall organisational efficiency.  

The first challenge we faced after the elections of December

2000 was to establish a core team to set up processes and

mechanisms to deal with the newly established

Municipality’s administration. Other aspects that had to be

addressed were the identifying and redeploying of staff and

the allocation of offices and resources.

The next challenge was to implement uniform policies and

procedures as well as to identify and rationalise vastly

differing policies and procedures adopted and implemented

by the eleven disestablished Local Councils. We put in

place committee structures, lines of communication and

support services to ensure maximum functioning of the

Municipality.

In addition, the decision-making levels and delegation of

powers had to be addressed. So too, the reporting channels

to the Council in respect of decisions taken on the strength

of delegated powers.

All the above aspects were achieved and are now a firm

foundation for the future development and operations of the

Municipality. At this stage, the refinement, streamlining and

efficiency of the existing structures, mechanisms, policies

and procedures are being evaluated and corrective

measures have and will be put in place to the extent

required.

Facilitating

effective

communication
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Throughout this Organisational report the focus of the

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality is on fighting poverty,

racism and under-development.  As a Municipality, we see it

as our responsibility to ensure that the quality of life, of all that

live and work in Ekurhuleni is improved.

We have an unfortunate legacy of only a small sector of our

society having access to quality services and facilities. In out

fight against poverty, racism and under-development, we are

committed to ensuring that equitable service delivery becomes

the norm in Ekurhuleni and, as is clearly evident from this

report, we have taken vast strides towards turning this into

reality.

The actions of the Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality have,

to date, improved the lives of many, most notably those who

have been neglected in the past.

As we celebrate our achievements, we should also

acknowledge that there is still a lot to be achieved.  The

transformation of our society will not happen overnight.  We

have to be focussed and committed to ensure that we remain

on track in our drive towards transformation.

We have identified the following issues as pertinent and key

priorities for the Municipality in the next two years:

" To develop, implement and maintain an urban renewal
strategy to build a world class metropolitan municipality
within the African context that will ensure the integration of
our communities; breaking the racial and ethnic barriers;

" To fight poverty and underdevelopment, and implement
targets and programmes arising from the World Summit
on Sustainable Development; 

" To create jobs through local economic development, and
economic empowerment of communities;

" To focus on building safety and security in our communities;

" To forge partnerships in the fight against HIV/AIDS;

" To advance and enhance community participation; and

" To promote good governance

Ekurhuleni has advanced towards being a truly integrated

community.  We will remain steadfast in our commitment to

deliver our best for the benefit of the people of Ekurhuleni.

THE ROAD AHEAD
Quality of life
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